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Abstract Even though many missions have explored the Venus atmospheric circulation, its instantaneous
state is poorly characterized. In situ measurements vertically sampling the atmosphere exist for limited
locations and dates, while remote sensing observations provide only global averages of winds at altitudes
of the clouds: 47, 60, and 70 km. We present a three-dimensional global view of Venus’s atmospheric
circulation from data obtained in June 2007 by the MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry,
and Ranging (MESSENGER) and Venus Express spacecrafts, together with ground-based observations.
Winds and temperatures were measured for heights 47–110 km from multiwavelength images and
spectra covering 40∘ N–80∘ S and local times 12 h–21 h. Dayside westward winds exhibit day-to-day
changes, with maximum speeds ranging 97–143 m/s and peaking at variable altitudes within 75–90 km,
while on the nightside these peak below cloud tops at ∼60 km. Our results support past reports of strong
variability of the westward zonal superrotation in the transition region, and good agreement is found
above the clouds with results from the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (LMD) Venus general
circulation model.
Plain Language Summary

The atmosphere of the Earth or Mars globally rotates with a
speed similar to the rotation of the planet (approximately 24 h). The rotation of Venus is of about 243 days,
much slower than the Earth, but when scientists measured the winds by tracking the clouds of Venus,
they discovered that the atmosphere rotates 60 times faster! No one has explained yet what originates this
“superrotation,” and we do not know well what happens either above or below the clouds. The technique
of “Doppler shift” has been used to measure winds above the clouds, but results are “chaotic” and diﬀerent
to interpret. Thanks to a worldwide collaboration in June 2007 between NASA (MESSENGER), ESA (Venus
Express), and many observatories (VLT in Chile, JCMT in Hawaii, HHSMT in Arizona, or IRAM in Spain), the
authors combined the diﬀerent data to obtain, for the ﬁrst time, the instantaneous 3-D structure of the
winds on Venus at the clouds and also above, very important for new Venus models to start “forecasts” of
the Venus weather with “data assimilation”. We also discovered that the superrotation seems unexpectedly
diﬀerent on the night of Venus and that it varies its altitude depending on the day.
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1. Introduction
The general circulation of the Venus atmosphere consists of two main regimes: a westward superrotating
zonal circulation (WSZ, replacing the classical notation RSZ or Retrograde Superrotating Zonal circulation.)
which dominates the cloud region from 40 to about 90 km above the surface and a strong subsolar-toantisolar circulation (SS-AS) above 120 km [see Schubert et al., 2007, Figure 1]. Between them (90–120 km),
a complex transition region exists known as upper mesosphere/lower thermosphere [Lellouch et al., 1997;
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Figure 1. (a) Time distribution of the Venus observations
coordinated with the MESSG ﬂyby and (b) spatial coverage
of our CT wind speeds (circles) and Doppler (triangles).
Observations with IRAM and THIS are displayed in Figure 1a
without their gaps of observation. In Figure 1b, the smaller
bars for HHSMT [Rengel et al., 2008a, Observation 28]
compared with IRAM are explained by the technique
used by Rengel et al. [2008a] and the better instrumental
pointing (1“ RMS versus 3” RMS) which allowed to
overcome the huge size of the HHSMT beam (FWHM of
33’’). Every Doppler shift measurement corresponds to a
direct estimation of wind, except for the cases of HHSMT
[Rengel et al., 2008a] and IRAM [Lellouch et al., 2008]
(see Text S1). The entry locations for in situ winds
(Veneras, Pioneer Venus and Vega missions) are
displayed as grey crosses for comparison.

10.1002/2017GL072900

Bougher et al., 2002]. Diﬀerent to previous Venus’s
general circulation models (GCMs) which focused on
simulating only the WSZ [Lee and Richardson, 2010;
Sugimoto et al., 2014] or the SS-AS circulation [Brecht
and Bougher, 2012; Bougher et al., 2015], new GCMs
simulate the bulk atmosphere from the surface to
the thermosphere [Gilli et al., 2017] and current
eﬀorts are oriented toward “data assimilation” from
space missions [Lahoz et al., 2010], which already
provided accurate forecasts for the Earth [Fujita et al.,
2008; Yussouf and Stensrud, 2010] and also Mars
[Rogberg et al., 2010; Hoﬀman et al., 2010]. Thus,
acquiring detailed snapshots of the Venus winds at
speciﬁc moments/epochs is essential to set realistic
initial conditions and top/lower boundaries in GCMs
with data assimilation. Unfortunately, wind measurements on Venus are dispersed spatially and in
time [Gierasch et al., 1997; Limaye and Rengel, 2013],
and studies analyzing long-term data only focus on
the three best known cloud levels [Peralta et al.,
2017] and provide time averages, ignoring the
time evolution for a given instantaneous 3-D state
[Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2008; Hueso et al., 2012, 2015;
Khatuntsev et al., 2013; Kouyama et al., 2013]. During
the Venus Express (VEx) mission [Svedhem et al.,
2007] a coordinated campaign of observations
was performed in June 2007 [Lellouch and Witasse,
2008], when NASA’s spacecraft Mercury Surface,
Space Environment, Geochemistry, and Ranging
(MESSENGER) (MESSG) made its second ﬂyby of
Venus toward Mercury [McNutt et al., 2008]. Despite
their potential to reconstruct a 3-D state of the
Venusian winds, the results were published as independent works [Lellouch et al., 2008; Rengel et al.,
2008a, 2008b; Clancy et al., 2008; Sornig et al., 2008;
Machado et al., 2012] while no winds were obtained
from the MESSG images [McNutt et al., 2008].

2. Observations and Methods

A ﬁrst realistic approximation to the instantaneous
dynamic state of the Venus atmosphere is performed combining new and previously published
wind measurements during the ﬂyby, using data
from eight instruments of MESSG, VEx, and Earthbased telescopes. The wind speeds and atmospheric
temperatures of Venus were calculated for the afternoon and early night during several days around the
ﬂyby (see Figure 1) using three remote sensing techniques: Cloud-tracking winds (hereafter, CT) using pairs
of images [Bevington and Robinson, 1992; Hueso et al., 2010; Garate-Lopez et al., 2013; Ikegawa and Horinouchi,
2016] and Doppler and thermal winds derived from the atmospheric spectra and inferred temperatures,
respectively [Piccialli et al., 2012]. A summary of the Venus observations used in this work can be found in
Table 1 (also Table S1 in the supporting information).
The images for CT were acquired by the cameras MESSG/Mercury Dual Imaging System (MDIS), VEx/
Venus Monitoring Camera (VMC), and the imaging spectrometer VEx/Visible and Infrared Thermal Imaging
PERALTA ET AL.
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Table 1. Summary of Measurements in This Work
Z (km)

Latitudes

Scalea (km) of Parameter

67∘ N–67∘ S
13∘ N–17∘ S

∼1,500

Equatorial wind

115,230 GHz

0∘
0∘

480–670 nm

18∘ N–35∘ S

∼300

10∘ S–32∘ S
40∘ N–41∘ S

190

12∘ S–73∘ S
32∘ N–33∘ S

370

Day/Night

Instrument

Filter/Band

110 ± 10

Day

THISb

10.4 μm

85–110

Day

HHSMTb

220,230 GHz

102 ± 8

Night

IRAMb

230 GHz

94 ± 8

Both

IRAMb

71 ± 3

Day

UVESb

Winds (Doppler)
∼425

Equatorial wind

Winds (Tracking)
98 ± 3

Night

VEx/VIRTIS-M

1.27 μm

71 ± 3

Day

MESSG/MDIS

433 nm

71 ± 3

Day

VEx/VMC

365 nm

71 ± 3

Day

Amateur

380–400 nm

65 ± 3

Night

VEx/VIRTIS-M

3.8 μm

240
∼600

61 ± 3

Day

MESSG/MDIS

996 nm

13∘ S–33∘ S
40∘ N–39∘ S

50 ± 5

Night

VEx/VIRTIS-M

1.74 μm

03∘ N–38∘ S

190

80∘ N–80∘ S
13∘ S–36∘ S

5,350

190
200

Temperature (RTM)
76–116

Day

JCMTb

330,346 GHz

50–110

Night

VEx/VIRTIS-M

4.24–4.54, 4.77–5.01 μm

18

a The representative scale of the winds and temperatures are deﬁned in terms of the size of the beam (THIS and JCMT),

accuracy of pointing (HHSMT), instant ﬁeld of view for each CCD cell Ultraviolet and Visual Echelle Spectrograph (UVES),
or size of templates used for feature tracking (MDIS,VMC,VIRTIS, and Amateur). IRAM winds are a model-based estimation
of the zonal ﬂow at the equator (see Text S1).
b Data already published [Sornig et al., 2008; Rengel et al., 2008a; Lellouch et al., 2008; Machado et al., 2012; Clancy et al.,
2008], except for part of the data from JCMT.

Spectrometer (VIRTIS-M) [Hawkins et al., 2007; Markiewicz et al., 2007; Piccioni et al., 2007]. These images were
taken with diﬀerent ﬁlters to sense the atmospheric motions at several atmospheric levels [Peralta et al., 2017]:
the dayside upper clouds at ∼60 and ∼70 km from the scattered sunlight between 350 and 996 nm [Hueso
et al., 2015], the oxygen nightglow (1.27 μm) at 95–100 km [Hueso et al., 2008], the thermal emission of the
nocturnal upper clouds (3.8 μm) at ∼65 km [García Muñoz et al., 2013], and the night lower clouds’ opacity
to the deep thermal emission (1.74 μm) at ∼50 km [McGouldrick et al., 2008; Barstow et al., 2012]. The vertical uncertainties shown in Table 1 were calculated with radiative transfer models to perform cloud altimetry
from several CO2 bands [Ignatiev et al., 2009] and infer the optical depth [Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2008; Takagi
and Iwagami, 2011; McGouldrick et al., 2008] in the case of scattered sunlight or cloud opacity. The half width
at half maximum of the calculated contribution functions was used as reference for CO2 non Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (non-LTE) [Lopez-Valverde et al., 2016], oxygen airglow [Lellouch et al., 2008; Gérard et al.,
2013], and clouds’ thermal emissions [García Muñoz et al., 2013]. This vertical uncertainty is later considered
in the integration of the thermal wind equation.
Measured atmospheric spectra range from ultraviolet-visible (UV-VIS) wavelengths acquired with the long-slit
Echelle-spectrograph VLT/UVES [Machado et al., 2012] to the infrared range covered by VEx/VIRTIS-M and the
Cologne Tuneable Heterodyne Infrared Spectrometer (THIS) at the McMath-Pierce Solar Telescope [Sornig
et al., 2008] and submillimeter spectra acquired by the Institut de Radio-Astronomie Millimétrique (IRAM)
30 m telescope, the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT), and the Heinrich Hertz-Submillimeter Telescope
(HHSMT) [Lellouch et al., 2008; Clancy et al., 2008; Rengel et al., 2008a, 2008b]. In contrast with the use of images
for CT, the Doppler winds are obtained by means of diﬀerent instruments and procedures are fully described
by the observers [Sornig et al., 2008; Lellouch et al., 2008; Rengel et al., 2008a, 2008b; Rodgers, 1976; Clancy et al.,
2008; Machado et al., 2012; Connes, 1985]. The main characteristics and limitations for these measurements
are summarized in Text S1.
Figure 1a displays the time coverage of the observations. Only the UV observations with a small telescope
(observer D. Peach) are strictly simultaneous with MDIS, while JCMT and VIRTIS-M performed observations
within 24 h around the ﬂyby. Data from the rest of the instruments were acquired several days before and
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Figure 2. Images of Venus taken during the campaign coordinated with the MESSENGER’s ﬂyby: (a and b) images
taken at 433 nm and 996 nm by MESSG/MDIS; (c and d) cylindrical projections 5∘ N–30∘ N in latitude and 240∘ –280∘
in longitude from close-up images of MDIS at the same wavelengths (more can be seen in Figure S1); (e) 365 nm image
taken with VEx/VMC; (f ) a UV image obtained with small telescope by Figure 2d. Peach; ﬁnally, (g–i) VEx/VIRTIS-M
images taken at 1.27, 3.8, and 1.74 μm. The images were processed to enhance the morphologies.

after the ﬂyby. In the speciﬁc case of VMC, the images allowed to extend not only the wind proﬁle to southernmost latitudes but also the time coverage to explore the winds’ variability at the cloud tops. The distribution
with latitude and local time for our wind speeds (CT and Doppler) is shown in Figure 1b along with the entry
locations of in situ measurements with probes [Gierasch et al., 1997; Crisp et al., 1990]. Latitudes between 70∘ N
and 70∘ S and local times within 12 h–00 h are globally covered. Also, note that although IRAM beams were
taken at diﬀerent locations, only equatorial winds were derived from a global ﬁt of the measurements with a
speciﬁed latitudinal dependence of the winds [Lellouch et al., 2008] (see Text S1).
Figure 2 shows relevant examples of the Venus images used to obtain CT winds. The mean spatial resolution
of the images limits the characteristic scale of our CT winds, shown in Table 1. Due to the fast ﬂyby of MESSG
[McNutt et al., 2008], the set of MDIS images analyzed was acquired in only 80 min, with spatial resolutions from
∼16 km/pix to 4–3 km/pix. The MDIS images conﬁrm the diﬀerent cloud morphologies at these two levels
of the upper clouds (Figures 2a–2d). Compared to past observations [Belton et al., 1991; Peralta et al., 2007],
the near-infrared (NIR) cloud features do not seem anticorrelated with those present in visible (VIS) images
(Figures 2a and 2b), and NIR features frequently orientate zonally (see Figures 2c, 2d, and S2) probably due to
the weaker meridional circulation at 60 km [Peralta et al., 2007; Hueso et al., 2015]. UV-VIS images during the
ﬂyby display an extended dark feature in the afternoon side between the equator and 30∘ S (see Figures 2a, 2f,
and S1), which might be caused by a decrease in the amount of the upper haze and, with a higher degree,
by elevated concentrations of the unknown UV absorber [Titov et al., 2008]. Contrasts in the NIR images are
mostly caused by the diﬀerent scattering properties below cloud tops [Crisp, 1986; Takagi and Iwagami, 2011].
VIRTIS-M images display the variable oxygen airglow at 1.27 μm (Figure 2g) [Hueso et al., 2008], normally more
intense at lower latitudes [Gérard et al., 2008]. The upper clouds at 3.8 μm are dominated by narrow bands
superimposed to mesoscale wave-like features (Figure 2h), and the lower clouds exhibit variable opacity to
the deep thermal emission (Figure 2i).
The atmospheric temperatures of Venus during the ﬂyby are shown in Figure 3. The nightside temperatures
(Figure 3a) were calculated for altitudes 50–100 km and 1 km steps using the Radiative Transfer Model developed by Lee et al. [2015] and the 4.3 μm CO2 band observable in the spectra from VIRTIS-M cubes and under
several assumptions [Zasova et al., 2006; Grassi et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2012] (see Text S1). These temperatures are
comparable to the averages from Grassi et al. [2014], although during the ﬂyby the atmosphere was slightly
colder at lower altitudes. The meridional gradient of temperature is also similar to Grassi et al. [2014] within
PERALTA ET AL.
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Figure 3. Venus’s atmospheric temperature during the MESSENGER’s ﬂyby: (a) 3-D map of the night temperature derived from the VIRTIS-M spectral cubes
used in this work, (b) vertical proﬁles for the afternoon temperatures obtained with JCMT at diﬀerent days, and (c) corresponding meridional gradients of
temperature between the equator and 30∘ S.

70–80 km, with temperatures decreasing toward the equator and changing with altitude. The meridional
gradient of the dayside temperatures (Figures 3b and 3c) was obtained within a few days of the ﬂyby with
ground-based observations of submillimeter 12 CO and 13 CO lines [Clancy et al., 2008]. The meridional gradient
at the afternoon seems weaker than in the early night, with temperatures variable in time (scale of days) and
increasing toward the equator during the ﬂyby (see Figure 3c).

3. Results and Discussion
Doppler, CT, and thermal winds were combined to infer the mean horizontal wind speed at multiple vertical
levels of the atmosphere in both day (12 h–17 h) and night (19 h–21 h) of Venus (see Figure 4), toward an
approximation to the instantaneous 3-D state of the Venus circulation compared to statistical 3-D views of
the cloud layer from VIRTIS-M [Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2008; Hueso et al., 2012] or the dayside upper clouds only
[Khatuntsev et al., 2013]. The measurement of the meridional component is constrained to the levels where CT
is possible (see Table 1), although this has been recently inferred with the Doppler technique too [Machado
et al., 2017]. The meridional proﬁles in Figures 4a, 4b, 4d, and 4e are similar to the long-term averages during
the VEx mission [Hueso et al., 2012, 2015; Kouyama et al., 2013; Khatuntsev et al., 2013], exhibiting the same
value of zonal wind between midlatitudes and the equator and a decreasing value from midlatitudes to the
poles (Figures 4a and 4d). The meridional component is poleward at the cloud tops (Figure 4b) and usually
interpreted as the upper branch of a Hadley-cell circulation [Limaye, 2007; Peralta et al., 2007; Machado et al.,
2017]. Also in accordance with VEx results, no clear trend is found for the meridional winds at deeper levels
of the cloud layer (Figures 4b and 4e). The upper motions of the oxygen nightglow are a complex mixture of
westward/eastward and equatorward motions (Figures 4d and 4e) whose statistical distribution is coherent
with a SS-AS circulation superimposing the WSZ at this altitude [Lellouch et al., 1994; Hueso et al., 2008; Soret
et al., 2014]. Doppler winds at dayside cloud tops (Figure 4a) are ∼20 m/s faster than the CT winds from UV-VIS
images. The source for this discrepancy, previously reported [Machado et al., 2012, 2014], is unclear yet and
might be caused by uncertainties in the vertical level sensed with Doppler in a region with strong shear of
the wind (UVES has a wide spectral coverage compared to the narrow ﬁlters of MDIS and VMC). Alternatively,
Doppler winds might be displaying transient eﬀects like waves [Machado et al., 2017] which are washed out
in the CT winds (which involve mean velocities for longer time scales >30 min). Finally, the extremely slow CT
motions for the night upper clouds at 65 km (Figure 4d) must not be associated with passive tracers but to the
presence of stationary gravity waves similar to the ones identiﬁed in Akatsuki/LIR 10- μm images [Fukuhara
et al., 2017] which sense the cloud tops level [Peralta et al., 2017].
Since we provide wind measurements at several vertical levels, we now describe the vertical variation of the
winds. Toward a coherent comparison with the scale of the meridional gradients of temperature (see Figure 3c),
the zonal winds were averaged for the latitude range 0∘ –30∘ S and local times 12 h–16 h and 19 h–21 h.
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Figure 4. Meridional and vertical proﬁles for the winds of Venus during the MESSG ﬂyby. The zonal and meridional
winds are shown for the afternoon of Venus (a and b) 12–17 LT and early night (d and e) 19–21 LT, with wind speeds
zonally averaged for these local time ranges. Note that IRAM results for both CO(1-0) (day + night) and CO(2-1) (day)
give the same wind value (−60 m/s) at 94 km. Zonal and meridional CT velocities were also averaged in latitude bins
of 5∘ and 10∘ , respectively. Error bars/shades stand for the standard deviation except for THIS, IRAM, and HHSMT
(see Text S1). Averaged winds are displayed with continuous lines, except for zonal averages of UVES. (c and f ) The
vertical proﬁles of the averaged zonal winds are compared with in situ winds from entry probes, VEGA balloons,
and with 12 h–15 h and 18 h–21 h averaged proﬁles from the GCM by Gilli et al. [2017].

Figures 4c and 4f correspond to afternoon during 2–11 June 2007 and early night to 2–5 June. Thermal winds
were calculated with the same method as Newman et al. [1984, equation (8)]. For the dayside, three dates
of JCMT thermal gradients were calculated, while only 1 day of VIRTIS-M observations was obtained for the
nightside (Figure 3c). Since we need the winds at a reference level to integrate upward/downward the thermal
wind equation, we set for the dayside an average at the cloud top winds (−95 ± 8 m/s), provided that winds at
this level kept nearly constant during our observations (−102 ± 15, −95 ± 7, and −99 ± 16 m/s during the days
3, 5, and 13 of June 2007). For the nightside, we chose as reference the upper clouds at ∼65 km, using winds
of −80 ± 20 m/s averaged from past in situ measurements [Gierasch et al., 1997]. Zonal winds in Figures 4c
and 4f are displayed compared with the vertical proﬁles of zonal wind from the VEGA balloons and probes
Veneras 9, 10, and 12, Pioneer Venus Night and VEGA 2, which measured at similar areas of latitude/local time
[Keldysh, 1977; Counselman et al., 1980; Moroz and Zasova, 1997], although the night probes entered the planet
outside the local time ranges in this research (see Figure 1b). Zonal winds’ proﬁles predicted by the Venus LMD
PERALTA ET AL.
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GCM [Gilli et al., 2017] are also exhibited. The GCM underestimates winds below 60 km in both day and night.
Above this level, the reversed behavior found between day (gradual decrease of the zonal wind toward weak
eastward values) and night (decrease followed by a strong recovery up to zonal winds faster than −140 m/s) is
predicted by the GCM. Similar range of wind speeds is usually found with Doppler winds [Limaye and Rengel,
2013] as part of the strong variability reported for the WSZ at these altitudes [Bougher et al., 1997]. The rapid
increase in the westward winds within 19 h–21 h above 100 km (Figure 4f ) seems justiﬁed in the GCM by the
presence of a strong thermal gradient [Gilli et al., 2017, Figure 8]. The GCM does not predict the step decrease
in the night thermal winds at the upper clouds (Figure 4f ), apparently related to a sudden breakdown of the
cyclostrophic balance from ∼73 km.
Despite the poor sampling of temperatures with JCMT and associated errors, a succinct analysis of the time
variability in the thermal winds was performed. Our results show that both the height and maximum value
of the zonal wind peak seem subject to signiﬁcant changes on the dayside, with altitudes ±15 km about
the cloud tops and speeds ranging from −97 ± 8 m/s to −143 ± 21 m/s (see Figure S2). The timescale for
these variations is of about several Earth days and seem associated with the fast changes on the dayside
temperatures, also reported in previous works [Clancy et al., 2003]. Changes with similar timescales have been
repeatedly reported on Doppler winds [Clancy et al., 2008, 2012]. As a result, the WSZ circulation seems to vary
its vertical dominion, being shifted to deeper heights with atmospheric density up to 2 orders of magnitude
higher, which is also consistent with a lower value for the maximum wind speed (Figure 4c). Regarding the
nightside (5 June, Figure 4f ), the zonal wind peaks even deeper (∼60 km) with speeds ∼ −90 m/s, weaker than
on dayside. This behavior is also consistent with the interpretation of eventual vertical invasions of the SS-AS
circulation down to deeper altitudes [Lellouch et al., 1997; Widemann et al., 2007; Sornig et al., 2008; Limaye and
Rengel, 2013].

4. Conclusions
The combination of coordinated ground-based observations with space missions is demonstrated to be
a powerful tool to characterize the instantaneous state of planetary atmospheres and can stimulate new
campaigns with professional/amateur astronomers [Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2016] during the ongoing JAXA’s
Akatsuki mission [Nakamura et al., 2016; Peralta et al., 2017]. Combining three techniques to measure winds
and data from nine instruments, we derived—for the ﬁrst time—vertical proﬁles of the zonal wind using only
remote sensing data and extending from the clouds up to the transition region. The vertical behavior of the
zonal wind importantly varies with time and from day to night, supporting a vertical variability for the vertical dominion of the WSZ circulation, maybe caused by an eventual vertical invasion of the SS-AS circulation.
Finally, GCMs with data assimilation [Navarro et al., 2016] will be able to test the time evolution shown for the
3-D winds on the dayside.
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